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difficulty. There would also be need of standardisation.
Owing to the fact that it has been a peasant speech with
no printed literature current, dialects have grown
apart. Yet even so there is very little more difference
between the Munster Irish and the Donegal Irish than
between the English spoken in the same regions.
Certainly any educated Irish speaker from Connaught
would have no difficulty in Kerry : but a Connaught -
bred English speaker might be hard set to follow talk
on Tyneside. Even the Gaelic of Scotland has not
gone so far away but that a Donegal labourer can easily
be understood and understand in it; while if they get to
telling traditional stories all difficulty vanishes, for
the stories are transmitted word for word in an older
idiom—in something approaching to what is called
Middle Irish.
It may be well to explain that certain fragments
survive of what is technically called Old Irish, in
glosses written by Irish scribes on manuscripts of
the sixth or ninth century; and this tongue is as
different from to-dayJs as Latin from Italian. Middle
Irish, the language in use for literary purposes from
the eleventh century to the break of the Gaelic order
under Elizabeth, differs from modern Irish at least as
widely as Chaucer's English from that of to-day: it
cannot be read without special training. From Keat-
ing's time onward, the language is modern, is the spoken
tongue; or as near the spoken tongue as Milton's
English to ours.
The cases are not quite parallel, because Irish, an older
language than English, came down in a more highly
inflected form; and to this day in Munster deanfaid, for
instance, expresses " I will do " : a Connaughtman
would add the personal pronoun and a generalised form
of verb, saying, deanfaidh m&. In this ancient and
modern form alike the language dispenses with auxiliary
use of the verb " have/* £t I have got" is either fuair
mi or fuaireas* It is, in short, from a philologist's point
of view, a very interesting language : it is the key to a

